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1. Summarize the recent progress in your laboratory with respect to measurement standards, research projects, and metrology services to fulfill the demands of customers in:  
   (a) broad-band radiometric quantities:  
       Acquired new UV spectroradiometer optimised for calibrating UV meters with UV LED sources.  
   (b) spectral radiometric quantities:  
   (c) photometric quantities:  
       Replaced standard lamps with detector-based scale for customer calibrations. Transferred luminance scale from photometer to working standard luminance meter. Validating overfill irradiance method for characterizing primary photometers.  
   (d) other area(s) relevant to CCPR:  
       Goniospectrophotometry – upgraded instrument, characterised errors, participated in comparisons to establish CMCs. Spectrophotometry – replaced 1 m monochromator and associated optics to improve flexibility and reliability. Investigating reference materials for UV regular transmittance.  

2. What work in PR has been/will be terminated in your laboratory, if any, in the past /future few years? Please explain the reasons and provide the name of the institution if it has been/will be substituted by a DI or accredited laboratory.  
   We no longer provide a service for photoluminescent testing. We now recommend customers use services overseas.  

3. Summarize the Capacity Building and Knowledge Transfer activities undertaken by your institute in photometry and radiometry (courses, training, ...):  
   Spectrophotometer Calibration Training Course (August 2019)  
   Remote Sensing NZ Workshop (March 2022)  

4. Summarize the research projects currently performed within a collaboration with one or more NMIs or DIs (name of the project, participants):
MSL was a partner in the EMPIR funded Joint Research Project “Bidirectional reflectance distributions” which ran from May 2017 to April 2020. We contributed to normalization activity in the field of BRDF through the impact on measurements of parameters such as polarization.

MSL is now a partner in the EMPIR funded Joint Research Project “New quantities for the measurement of appearance” which runs from May 2019 to October 2022. We are contributing with measurements of BRDF, BTDF and sphere-based transmittance and haze measurements.

5. Are there any other research projects where you might be looking for collaborators from other NMIs or are there studies that might be suitable for collaboration or coordination between NMIs?

Digitalisation of the propagation of uncertainty for radiometric and photometric quantities.

6. Have you got any other information to place before the CCPR in advance of its next meeting?
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